
STORE MANAGEMENT TOOLS

FOR REFERENCE:
WWW.ENTREPRISESCANADA.CA

DELIVERY SERVICE

PAYMENT GATEWAY

MOBILE APPS

THE PLATFORM WHERE YOU CAN
SELL ANYTHING

All you need to sell online, paying nothing

Add goods across your store, multiple stores,

and warehouses to the virtual shelves.

Accept orders and prepare them for delivery.

Create unique design for your store.   

Designed for store management from the core, ZEON

allows creating an online store in 10 minutes.

Work with your drivers or use shared delivery.

Choose delivery zones to make it cost-effective.

Earn more on delivery – unlike other courier

services, ZEON doesn't charge fees for each ride.  

Goods from your stores will be delivered fast.

Offer cash- or card-on-delivery option to receive

money from buyers at once.

Earn more with less bank comission when

customers pay online through ZEON. 

Ensure enterprise-grade money security.

Secure money transfers to your bank accounts

For managers to prepare and distribute orders

through their smartphones.

For drivers to navigate to customers and get the

proof of delivery.

For buyers to shop, track deliveries, and pay.

Click to start your free period
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We digitalize businesses based on
telematics, IoT, and e-commerce
software.

500
excellent 

feedbacks and

references

10
years assisting

businesses in

Sri Lanka

A B O U T  K L O U D I P

implementations

and opportunities

for every business

STABLE
OPERATION
uninterrupted

shopping for millions

of users

NEW 
CLIENTS
from among those

already shopping on

ZEON

SINGLE 
SYSTEM
to sell, deliver,

accept payments,

and shop

R O I

AUTOMATED
MANAGEMENT
for store owners and

administrators

CUSTOMERS
SATISFIED
with superior shopping

eperience

DELIVERY 
TEAMS
earn more for each

delivery

S P E C I A L  O F F E R

START SELLING ON ZEON

And get 3 months on the platform

for free. Proceed only if you like it. 

REQUEST

info@kloudip.com 
+94-11-212-7040
kloudip.com
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